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Abstract
This thesis explores why traditional climate change communication often fails in the mainstream
news media and how late-night comedy television circumvents these problems. These late-night
shows provide humorous news coverage that holds politicians and the press accountable for
enabling denialist rhetoric. The first chapter sources data from the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, and the Yale Project on Climate
Change Communication to outline the issues of climate change and public understanding of
climate science. The second chapter describes how rhetorical analysis can identify effective or
ineffective climate communication strategies. It also discusses the emotional factors that
surround climate change, and how humor strengthens communication and unifies individuals
toward a common goal. The third chapter addresses the issue of politically spun news and
information biases in climate reporting. It details how political figures influence news coverage
of climate change and spin the news to reinforce their own agendas. The fourth chapter provides
examples and analysis of climate change related segments from Last Week Tonight with John
Oliver, The Daily Show with Trevor Noah, and Saturday Night Live’s “Weekend Update.” The
fifth chapter applies the principles of late-night comedy and climate change communication to
potential government policy and more mainstream television news.
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Introduction
On an episode of CBS’s The Late Show with Stephen Colbert in 2017, Colbert and his
guest, former Vice President Al Gore, exchanged climate change pick-up lines, with smooth jazz
playing in the background.
Gore:

Are you climate change? Because when I look at you, the world
disappears.

Colbert:

I’m like ninety-seven percent of scientists: I can’t deny it’s getting hot in
here.

Gore:

Looking at you, two things are clear: Heaven is missing an angel. And the
U.S. is missing any kind of viable, responsible climate policy.

Colbert:

Is that an iceberg the size of Delaware breaking off the Antarctic ice shelf,
or are you just happy to see me?

Gore:

I hope you’re not powered by fossil fuels, because you’ve been running
through my mind all day.1

This segment reflects a growing mission of late-night comedy hosts to raise awareness
about climate change through humor. Traditional climate change communication consistently
fails, and these hosts recognize the need for innovative new approaches.
There are significant gaps in public knowledge about climate change, and very few
Americans have a detailed understanding of the science behind it.2 The public acquires most of
its climate change information from the mainstream news media, but sadly, standard news
programs rarely supply the public with the scientific knowledge it needs.3
1 The

Late Show with Stephen Colbert, “Get A Hot Date With Al Gore’s Climate Change Pick-up Lines,” (July 29,
2017), www.youtube.com/watch?v=FCXxT94NJmA
2

Anthony Leiserowitz, Smith, N., and Marlon, J.R., Americans’ Knowledge of Climate Change, (Yale University:
Yale Project on Climate Change Communication, 2010), environment.yale.edu/climate/files/
ClimateChangeKnowledge2010.pdf
3

Maxwell T. Boykoff, Who Speaks for the Climate? Making Sense of Media Reporting on Climate Change, (New
York: Cambridge University Press, 2011), 53, Kindle.
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Media coverage of climate science is sparse and too often overshadowed by political
drama.4 The news fixates on political conflicts, rather than the established scientific consensus.
Mainstream news networks try to ‘balance’ climate change reporting by sourcing information
from both knowledgable scientists and climate skeptics.5 Scientific news about climate change is
rarely reported without additional counterarguments from a climate denier. This conflation of
scientific fact and denialist fiction in the news harbors public confusion and distrust in
climatologists and deepens ideological rifts.
Late-night comedy news programs, on the other hand, explicitly convey the significance
and reality of anthropogenic climate change and do not offer denialist arguments. Research
indicates that these shows can enhance public understanding and address gaps in climate change
knowledge.6
In this paper, I will address critical problems in communication and media representation
of climate change in the United States. I will discuss why standard communication fails and how
comedy may be a solution. I propose that humor mitigates the shortcomings of traditional media
communication, and delivers more effective climate change discussion to the public. Late-night
comedy shows like Comedy Central’s The Daily Show and The Colbert Report, HBO’s Last
Week Tonight with John Oliver, and the regular “Weekend Update” segment from NBC’s
Saturday Night Live, are examples of this more effective climate change communication.

4

Maxwell T. Boykoff and Jules M. Boykoff, “Climate Change and Journalistic Norms: A Case-Study of US MassMedia Coverage, Geoform (2007), 2–12.
5

Maxwell T. Boykoff and Jules M. Boykoff, “Balance as Bias: Global Warming and the US Prestige Press,” Global
Environmental Change 14, (2004), 126.
6

Laura Feldman, “Breaking Boundaries|Cloudy with a Chance of Heat Balls: The Portrayal of Global Warming on
The Daily Show and The Colbert Report,” International Journal of Communication 7 (2013), 445.
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In Chapter 1, I will address the state of global climate change with data from the United
Nations Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) and the Millennium Ecosystem
Assessment. I will use additional data from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to
explain the state of greenhouse gas emissions in the United States. I will conclude the first
chapter with a literature review of climate communication on The Daily Show with Jon Stewart
and The Colbert Report with Stephen Colbert.
In Chapter 2, I will define rhetoric and framing in the context of climate change
communication and identify psychological barriers that affect public reception of information. In
the second half of the chapter, I will discuss the effects of humor on group communication,
productivity, and motivation.
In Chapter 3, I will explain how political strategists spin information in the news to favor
particular political ideologies and agendas. I will address information biases in conventional
reporting on climate change and propose that late-night comedy circumvents these problems.
These late-night comedy hosts also expose political spin in the news and hold media networks
accountable for exacerbating public confusion about climate change.
In Chapter 4, I will look at examples of segments from Last Week Tonight with John
Oliver, The Daily Show with Trevor Noah, and Saturday Night Live’s “Weekend Update” that
deal specifically with climate change. I will discuss how these segments address problems of
mainstream climate communication and leave viewers more informed about the climate crisis
than traditional news programs.
In Chapter 5, I will suggest future areas of study involving humor and climate
communication. I will discuss other platforms where comedy and climate change intersect. I will
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also design a comedy news program, inspired by the late-night shows mentioned above, that
targets a broader audience and establishes a regular segment on climate change.

Chapter 1. The State of Climate Change & Media Representation
In October 2018, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) published a
special report that urgently warns of extensive, irrevocable damage to the earth’s ecosystems in
the coming decades.7 The document explains that at the current level of greenhouse gas
emissions, global temperature is predicted to reach 1.5 degrees Celsius above pre-industrial
global temperature by the year 2050. Data published by the IPCC indicates that global
temperature has already increased by 1.0 degrees Celsius due to anthropogenic activity.8 This has
accelerated permanent changes and damages to numerous terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems and
jeopardized human well-being and survival.9 If global warming continues to escalate at such an
alarming rate, many ecosystems may altogether perish.
The public should be cognizant of the collective and cumulative human impact on the
global environment, but for that to be the case, people must understand what is going on, what is
at stake, and why climate change must become a front-line public concern. In this chapter, I will
explain, briefly, how human activity causes climate change and threatens the future of life on the

7

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, “Summary for Policymakers” (Geneva: World Meteorological
Organization, October 2018), 6.
8

In this paper, ‘climate change’ and ‘global warming’ are used interchangeably. Nonetheless, it should be clarified
that these terms describe two different scientific phenomena. ‘Climate change’ is the general term used to describe
changes to aspects of the climate, including natural and anthropogenic (human-caused) changes. ‘Global warming,’
on the other hand, specifically refers to the steady rise in global temperatures due to human activity. While global
warming implies preexisting climate change, climate change alone does not necessarily result in global warming.
9

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, “Summary for Policymakers,” 6.
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earth. I will then review previous research on the topic of climate change communication
through late-night comedy television.
Humans cause global warming. In 1990, the IPCC released its first scientific assessment
on climate change.10 This document includes hundreds of pages of scientific evidence describing
the disruptive effects of human activities on the earth’s natural processes. The report also details
predictive models of future climate change and global warming, if human activity were to
continue as it was.11
The IPCC stated that scientists were “certain” that emissions from human activity were
increasing the levels of carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4), chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs),
nitrous oxide (N2O), and water vapor in the atmosphere.12 Scientists also expressed certainty that
higher atmospheric concentrations of these greenhouse gases (GHGs) were accelerating the
earth’s natural greenhouse effect, resulting in an unnatural rise in global temperatures.13
Trace concentrations of GHGs do exist naturally in the earth’s atmosphere.14 Through a
process called the greenhouse effect, GHGs absorb infrared radiation from the sun (heat,
essentially) and trap it in the lower atmosphere.15 This necessary process warms the earth so that
it can sustain life.16 When excess GHGs are released into the atmosphere, however, the

10

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, Climate Change: The IPCC Scientific Assessment, eds., J.T.
Houghton, G.J. Jenkins, and J.J. Ephramus, (Cambridge University Press, 1990).
11

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, Scientific Assessment.

12

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, xii.

13

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change xii.

14

G. Tyler Miller and Scott E. Spoolman, Living in the Environment: Principles, Connections, and Solutions, 17
ed.,(Belmont, California: Cole Publishing, 2011), ch. 19, 495–527.
15

Miller and Spoolman, Living in the Environment, 495–527.

16

Miller and Spoolman, 495–527.
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greenhouse effect increases and excess warming occurs. This global warming, caused by human
activity, causes irreversible damage to the earth’s ecosystems and threatens the future of all life
on the earth.17
From 1970 to 2010, global GHG emissions—mostly CO2 from fossil fuels—increased by
seventy-eight percent.18 According to the IPCC’s 2014 Synthesis Report, global fossil fuel
emissions increased by three percent from 2010 to 2011, then rose another two percent between
2011 and 2012.19 The IPCC also noted that CO2 accounted for seventy-six percent of global
human-caused GHGs.20 CH4 accounted for sixteen percent of GHGs, N2O for six percent, and
CFCs for two percent.21
In 2014, the United States alone released 6,870 million metric tons of GHGs, expressed
as CO2 equivalents, a seven percent increase since 1990.22 From 1990 to 2014, electricity
generation (primarily from burning coal) constituted thirty-one percent of U.S. GHG emissions.23
Transportation emissions (primarily fossil fuel combustion) accounted for twenty-six percent of
total GHG emissions.24 Industrial, agricultural, commercial, and residential sectors also
contributed significantly to GHG emissions during this time.

17

Miller and Spoolman, 495–527.

18

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, Climate Change 2014: Synthesis Report, eds., Core Writing Team,
R.K. Pachauri, and L.A. Meyer, (Geneva, Switzerland: World Meteorological Organization, 2015), 46.
19

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, Synthesis Report, 46.

20

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, 46.

21

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, 46.

22

United States Environmental Protection Agency, Climate Change Indicators in the United States, (2016), 13,
www.epa.gov/climate-indicators.
23

Environmental Protection Agency, Climate Change Indicators, 13.

24

Environmental Protection Agency, 13.
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The Millennium Ecosystem Assessment, a global research initiative sponsored by the
United Nations Environment Programme, reports that human activity has “changed ecosystems
more rapidly and extensively than in any comparable period of time in human history…this has
resulted in a substantial and largely irreversible loss in the diversity of life on Earth.”25
Biodiversity loss disrupts the organic cycles of ecosystems, and can eventually cause systems to
collapse. Ecosystems need a biodiverse population of organisms to regenerate themselves.
Healthy ecosystems provide food and shelter for the organisms; the organisms in turn regenerate
and maintain natural balance within an ecosystem.
Humans, too, depend on the planet’s ecosystems and the benefits they provide, including
water, food, medicine, climate regulation, and aesthetic pleasure. Changes in ecosystems will
alter ecosystem services and inevitably affect human well-being, either positively or negatively,
depending on the nature of the change.26 In its 2005 report, the Millennium Ecosystem
Assessment revealed that fifteen out of twenty-four ecosystems studied over a period of four
years “are being degraded or used unsustainably.”27 Ecosystem services like fresh water and food
sources are dwindling. Since ecosystem services and human well-being are directly related, the
reported ecosystem damage not only endangers the living environment, but also jeopardizes the
security and well-being of countless people across the globe. In the years following the
25

Millennium Ecosystems Assessment, “Ecosystems and Human Well-Being: Synthesis” (Washington DC: Island
Press, 2005), 2.
26

Millennium Ecosystem Assessment, “Ecosystems,” vi. ‘Ecosystem services’ include four categories: Provisioning
(e.g. food, fresh water, wood and fiber, fuel), Regulating (e.g. climate regulation, flood regulation, disease
regulation, water purification), Cultural (e.g. aesthetic, spiritual, educational, recreational), Supporting (e.g. nutrient
cycling, soil formation, primary production. ‘Constituents of well-being’ include Security (e.g. personal safety,
secure resource access, security from disasters), Basic material for good life (e.g. adequate livelihoods, sufficient
nutritious food, shelter, access to goods), Health (e.g. strength, feeling well, access to clean air and water), Good
social relations (e.g. social cohesion, mutual respect, ability to help others), Freedom of choice and action (e.g.
opportunity to be able to achieve what an individual values doing and being).
27

Millenium Ecosystem Assessment, 1.
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Millennium Ecosystem Assessment report, the damage has only increased and with it, the risk to
human health and prosperity.
Many Americans, however, don’t understand how climate change affects ecosystems and
are unaware of how many tons of GHGs the U.S. produces every year.28 This is partly due to
insufficient news coverage of climate change science in the American press.29 Valuable scientific
news about climate change is hard to come by in mainstream news reporting, leaving many
Americans uninformed. In 2010, the Yale Project on Climate Change Communication conducted
a study regarding public knowledge of climate change in the United States. Public knowledge
was assessed using an A–F letter grading system (A=90–100%, B=80–89%, C=70–79%, D=60–
69%, F=59% and below).30 Based on a set of eighty-one questions about climate change—
ranging from general knowledge to advanced science—one percent of the public scored an A,
seven percent a B, fifteen percent a C, and twenty-five percent a D. The remaining fifty-two
percent, over half of the public, received an F, suggesting that “relatively few Americans have an
in-depth understanding of climate change.”31 The study revealed that only one in ten Americans
is highly knowledgeable about climate change. Americans do not need an advanced
understanding of climate change science in order to comprehend the urgency of the matter and
act accordingly. However, a certain level of scientific knowledge is necessary for informed

28 Anthony

Leiserowitz, Nicholas Smith, and Jennifer R. Marlon, Americans’ Knowledge of Climate Change, (Yale
University: Yale Project on Climate Change Communication, 2010) http://environment.yale.edu/climate/files/
ClimateChangeKnowledge2010.pdf
29

Maxwell T. Boykoff, “Flogging a Dead Norm? Newspaper Coverage of Anthropogenic Climate Change in the
United States and United Kingdom from 2003–2006,” Area 39, no. 2, (2007), 1–12.
30

Leiserowitz, Smith, and Marlon, Americans’ Knowledge,4.

31

Leiserowitz, Smith, and Marlon, 4–5.
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participation in a democracy.32 The public should, at the very least, possess an understanding of
why climate change occurs, and how human activity causes global warming. But there are
critical holes in public knowledge about climate change, and the data in this study suggests that
many Americans lack this knowledge altogether.
Climate communication in late-night comedy. A number of scholars report that late-night
comedy television shows can enhance public knowledge of science and climate change. (Among
these, The Daily Show with Jon Stewart and The Colbert Report are the most researched.) These
programs dedicate a significant portion of airtime to covering science and technology, topics
often sidelined by mainstream news programs in the United States. In fact, in a review of
American news coverage in 2007, the Project for Excellence in Journalism found that The Daily
Show with Jon Stewart covered scientific topics like climate change more than twice as often as
the mainstream press.33
There is a growing body of research dedicated to analyzing the effectiveness of late-night
comedy television in communicating climate change. Researchers suggests that late-night
comedy programs can improve public understanding of science and convey critical information
about climate change that may be missing from the traditional news media.34
Laura Feldman, a research professor at American University, concludes that late-night
comedy hosts are “able to speak truths and offer critical perspectives” that are ignored by the
32

Leiserowitz, Smith, and Marlon, 5.

33

Pew Research Center, “Journalism, Satire or Just for Laugh? The Daily Show with Jon Stewart, Examined,” (May
8, 2008) www.journalism.org/2008/05/08/journalism-satire-or-just-laughs-the-daily-show-with-jon-stewartexamined/
Laura Feldman, Anthony Leiserowitz, and Edward Maibach, “The Science of Satire: The Daily Show and The
Colbert Report as Sources of Public Attention to Science and the Environment,” in The Stewart/Colbert Effect:
Essays on the Real Impacts of Fake News, ed. Amarnath Amarasingam, (North Carolina: McFarland & Company
Publishers, 2011), 335–656, Kindle.
34
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mainstream media.35 In a paper published by the International Journal of Communication in
2013, Feldman offers a detailed analysis of how The Daily Show and The Colbert Report portray
global warming and climate change. Feldman states that, more often than not, these programs
“explicitly affirmed either the reality, the human causes, or the severity of global warming.”36
Feldman’s research also notes that both programs regularly host environmental activists,
scientists, and writers as featured guests, thus creating a platform for valuable information about
climate change to reach the public.
Feldman describes how environmental science coverage in the mainstream press is often
sabotaged by obligations to comply with journalistic norms. In an effort to publish objective
journalism, the mainstream media tends to underreport scientific information, and instead hyperfocus on the political and social controversies surrounding climate change. This not only
undermines the merits of climate research and the scientific community, but also allows false
narratives and denialist rhetoric to infiltrate public discourse on climate change.
In the United States, the issue of climate change has been politically contentious for
decades. In the early 2000s, the Bush administration publicly denounced scientific data about
climate change and global warming, which prompted many ill-informed Americans to follow
suit. What the Bush administration failed to make public, however, was how much money it had
received from the fossil fuel industry.37 The administration stood to lose substantial political and
economic power if fossil fuel companies were subject to stricter environmental laws and
35

Laura Feldman, “Breaking Boundaries|Cloudy with a Chance of Heat Balls: The Portrayal of Global Warming on
The Daily Show and The Colbert Report,” International Journal of Communication 7 (2013), 431.
36

Feldman, “Breaking Boundaries,” 445.

37 W.

Lance Bennett, News: The Politics of Illusion, Tenth ed., (Chicago; London: The University of Chicago Press,
2016), 14–15. Bennett notes that the Bush administration even ordered government employees in environmental
departments to withhold or change facts when writing reports about global warming.
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regulations. In other words, George W. Bush had a vested interest in downplaying climate
science and subduing public anxiety about global warming.38 Nonetheless, the news media
published story after story about the administration’s distrust in climatologists and its claims that
global warming studies and analyses proved inconclusive. Even the liberal-leaning media fixated
on political disputes over climate science rather than the science itself and the input of the
scientific community.
Mainstream news reporting on climate change is more or less the same today as it was in
the early 2000s. Instead of dedicating airtime to climate scientists and information, news media
harbors on political conflict, which in turn reinforces false assumptions about climate change.
The mainstream press, Laura Feldman says, “fosters public confusion and uncertainty about
climate change by giving the false impression of widespread scientific disagreement.”39 In
focusing news reporting on political debates about climate science, rather than trying to explain
the scientific data and evidence, the news media validates climate skeptics and denialist
viewpoints.
In discussing her research, Laura Feldman states that The Daily Show and The Colbert
Report, on the issues of climate change and science, “contribute meaningfully to [public]
discourse…at times doing a better job than the mainstream press in fulfilling the media’s
informational role.”40 In a companion study published alongside Feldman’s, Paul Brewer, of the
University of Delaware, wrote a paper naming The Daily Show with Jon Stewart “a leading

38

Robert F. Kennedy Jr., Crimes Against Nature: Standing up to Bush and the Kyoto Killers Who Are Cashing in on
Our World (London: Penguin Books, 2005), 76–77.
39

Feldman, “Breaking Boundaries,” 432.

40

Feldman, 430.
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source of scientific coverage.”41 His paper underscores late-night comedy’s potential to inform
and influence public knowledge of science. Brewer’s research concentrates on how The Daily
Show presents scientific information differently from the traditional news media. Brewer
suggests the program may “contribute to public understanding of and engagement with science”
by using humor to make science “more accessible and entertaining.”42
In 2015, Paul Brewer and Jessica McKnight studied the impacts of The Daily Show and
The Colbert Report on audience attitudes toward climate change. They designed a case study that
involved screening a segment about climate change from The Daily Show, one from The Colbert
Report, and an unrelated third video to be viewed by a control group. Brewer and McKnight
found that viewers of both late-night comedy segments “expressed more certainty that global
warming is happening” than those who watched the control videos.43 This suggests that exposure
to climate change coverage on late-night comedy news programs (like The Daily Show and The
Colbert Report) can shape public perceptions of climate change by communicating information
in a compelling and humorous manner that “draws otherwise unengaged viewers.”44 Perceptions
of climate change, research suggests, have strong bearing on potential action against climate
change. In other words, climate change awareness is pivotal in developing public interest and
participation in combating the climate crisis.

41

Paul Brewer, “‘Science: What's It Up To?’ The Daily Show and the Social Construction of Science,”International
Journal of Communication 7 (2013), 453.
42

Brewer, “‘Science: What's It Up To?,’” 466.

43

Paul R. Brewer and Jessica McKnight, “Climate as Comedy: The Effects of Satirical Television News on Climate
Change Perceptions,” Science Communication 37, no. 5 (2015), 635–657.
44

Brewer and McKnight, “Climate as Comedy,” 635–657.
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In a successive case study, in 2017, Brewer and McKnight analyzed how public opinion
is affected by watching a particular climate change segment from Last Week Tonight with John
Oliver, another late-night comedy news program.45 In the segment, which I will discuss in more
detail in Chapter 4, John Oliver criticizes the media’s tendency to frame climate change as if it
were a debate, and not a conclusion backed by at least ninety-seven percent of the scientific
community.46 Brewer and McKnight found that Oliver’s ingenuity and humor made viewers
more receptive to his message about climate change.
Shows like The Daily Show, The Colbert Report, and Last Week Tonight seamlessly
integrate science with comedy. Late-night comedy provides a rare solution to the major pitfalls
of climate change reporting in the mainstream news media, and brings more effective climate
change discussion to the public.

Chapter 2. Climate Change Communication: Rhetoric, Framing, and Humor
Climate change communication is difficult outside of the scientific community. The
causes of climate change are invisible and its physical impacts are gradual and distant.47
Effective climate change communication goes beyond conveying scientific facts to the public.

45

Paul R. Brewer and Jessica McKnight, “A Statistically Representative Climate Change Debate: Satirical
Television News Scientific Consensus, and Public Perceptions of Global Warming,” Atlantic Journal of
Communication 25, no. 3 (2017), 166–180.
46

Last Week Tonight, “Climate Change Debate: Last Week Tonight with John Oliver (HBO),” (May 11, 2014),
www.youtube.com/watch?v=cjuGCJJUGsg
47

Susanne C. Moser, “Communicating Climate Change: History, Challenges, Process, and Future Directions,”
WIREs Climate Change 1 (2010), 34.
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Rather, it involves communicating messages about climate change that bring immediacy to the
issue and motivate changes in public behavior.48
Scholars across disciplines are recognizing the importance of understanding climate
change communication. They must decide how to use rhetoric and framing to best communicate
messages about climate change. Similarly, being able to identify how climate change deniers use
rhetoric and framing in denialist discourse is equally important. In the past decade,
interdisciplinary research in communication studies and psychology has attempted to fill holes in
climate communication theories. Some of this research is focused on identifying psychological
barriers to communication, while other studies argue that emotional factors play a significant
role. In this chapter I will explore all of these ideas. In the second half of the chapter, I will
outline studies of humor as an element of communication and its psychological effects.
Rhetoric and persuasion. The study of rhetoric in modern communication begins, as
many things do, with the Ancient Greek philosopher Aristotle. In his Rhetoric, Aristotle
constructed the foundation for contemporary rhetorical theory and analysis.49 Aristotle described
‘rhetoric’ as the art of public speaking with the capacity to make a persuasive case to any given
audience.50 Rhetoric functions through its three fundamental elements: ethos (credibility,
reliability), pathos (emotional appeal), and logos (appeal to reason).51 Audiences are persuaded
when the speaker appeals to all three rhetorical elements.

48

Candis Callison, How Climate Change Comes to Matter: The Communal Life of Facts, (Durham, NC: Duke
University Press, 2014), 2–4, Kindle.
49

Robert Cox, Environmental Communication and the Public Sphere, (SAGE Publications, 2013), ch. 3, 63.

50

Cox, Environmental Communication, 63.

51

Moser, “Communicating Climate Change,” 31.
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In his seminal book, Environmental Communication and the Public Sphere, Robert Cox
outlines how rhetoric shapes environmental discourse and public perceptions of climate change.
He explains that effective environmental communicators understand how to “educate, persuade,
and mobilize” by using the “resources of language itself.”52 Cox identifies a wide range of these
rhetorical resources, including argumentation, narratives, emotional appeals, genres, and tropes.53
These are used across various mediums of communication to enhance environmental messages.
In Chapter 3, I will discuss how rhetorical tropes have been used by politicians to pass
controversial environmental policies. This strategy was notoriously used to manage
environmental issues during the Bush II era.
Framing climate change. Framing is a fundamental concept in communication theory.
Dennis Chong and James Druckman define ‘framing’ as “the process by which people develop a
particular conceptualization of an issue or reorient thinking about an issue.”54 This process
involves choosing elements of an issue and increasing their salience.55 Framing places emphasis
on these chosen elements and glosses over others to enhance emotional appeal or distract from
unfavorable facts. For example, the human causes of global warming are frequently debated,
despite endless scientific evidence identifying human activity as the primary cause. Yet a
significant number of American adults maintain that human activity does not increase the
greenhouse effect.

52

Cox, Environmental Communication,63.

53

Cox, 63–64.

54

Dennis Chong and James N. Druckman, “Framing Theory,” Annual Review of Political Science 10, (2007), 104.

55

Reneé Moernaut, Jelle Mast, and Luc Pauwels, “Framing Climate Change: A Multi-level Model,” in Handbook of
Climate Change Communications: Vol.1, ed., Walter Leal Filho et al., (Cham, Switzerland: Springer International
Publishing AG, 2018), 5790, Kindle.
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Climate change deniers frame this idea by emphasizing that global warming occurs
naturally through the greenhouse effect. They raise questions about scientific data regarding
human-caused global warming and find renegade scientists to vehemently back their claims.
Nonetheless, using framing to exaggerate the lesser natural cause of global warming, while
omitting or distorting facts about its human causes, has proven to be an effective framing
strategy to misinform the public.56
Barriers to effective climate change communication. Norwegian psychologist Per Espen
Stoknes identifies five barriers to effective climate communication, which he has nicknamed the
“Five D’s”: Distance, Doom, Dissonance, Denial, and iDentity.57 Together, these barriers are
“impenetrable walls of psychological backlash or indifference” that prevent climate action.58
Stoknes breaks down the five barriers as follows:
Distance. Stoknes points out that climate change is a far-off issue for most of the
American population.59 The process of climate change is invisible, and its obvious effects—
melting ice caps, rising sea levels, etc.—are not yet major problems in the continental United
States. The most severe effects of climate change are yet to be felt, and will not be for decades, if
not later. As a result of this distance, it is difficult for people to feel the gravity of the climate
crisis, even if they are aware of the threat it poses.60 Susanne Moser adds to this point, writing

56

G. Tyler Miller and Scott E. Spoolman, Living in the Environment: Principles, Connections, and Solutions, 17
ed., (Belmont, California: Cole Publishing, 2011), ch. 19, 511.
57

Per Espen Stoknes, What We Think About When We Try Not To Think About Global Warming, (Chelsea Green
Publishing, 2015), 1812–1830, Kindle.
58

Stoknes, What We Think, 1812.

59

Stoknes, 1818.

60

Stoknes, 1818.
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that climate change has to “compete for attention” with the social and professional obligations of
daily life.61
Doom. Stoknes has observed that communicating climate change as an imminent
environmental apocalypse causes people to avoid the issue. Humans naturally avoid things they
fear, and with “a lack of practical solutions” to address climate change, “helplessness grows and
the fear message backfires.”62
Dissonance. Dissonance occurs when knowledge about climate change is prevalent but
there are no clear ways to change problematic routines. Even those informed about climate
change may have difficulty changing their lifestyle. For instance, knowing that burning gasoline
contributes to global warming, yet continuing to drive a car with a traditional combustion engine,
results in dissonance. Conflicting opinions among tight-knit groups of people can also evoke
dissonance. Stoknes says that in both situations, “the lack of convenient behaviors and social
support weaken climate attitudes over time.”63
Denial. Climate change denial is one of the greatest threats to humanity. Denial can occur
for a number of reasons, from misinformation to intentional avoidance of facts. G. Tyler Miller
and Scott Spoolman, for instance, argue that climate denial is the result of maintaining a
worldview based on the assumption that “humans are the planet’s most important and dominant
species, and we can and should manage the earth mostly for our own benefit.”64 Other scholars,
like Andrew Hoffman, believe climate change denial is primarily a cultural product of polarized
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politics.65 Stoknes, on the other hand, argues that above all else, denial is a “refuge in fear and
guilt…based in self defense” that develops from an aversion to the harsh reality of the climate
crisis.66
Identity. Stoknes argues that social and political identities act as information filters, and
are thus barriers to public knowledge about climate change.67 These identities help individuals
form a mental database of information to enhance their existing beliefs. In the United States,
political and ideological rifts divide the public. This divide further strengthens individual and
group identities, barring effective climate communication.
These five barriers are like a set of Russian nesting dolls, carved to fit layer by layer
around the innermost self.68 Each layer has a distinct role in deflecting climate change messages,
preventing progress towards social and political change. These barriers stonewall collective
public action to mitigate climate change.69
Stoknes underscores the need for new and innovative methods of climate communication
that effectively navigate around the five barriers. “We’ve already tried breaking through them
with ever more facts and eight-hundred-plus-page reports,” Stoknes writes.70 He suggests that
communicators should explore new ways of communicating outside of rigid and antagonistic
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rhetoric, and “move more with the flow of the human psyche.”71 In Chapter 4, I propose that
late-night comedy programs help circumvent these barriers.
The role of emotions. There is a growing interest in the role emotions can play in climate
change communication, and more specifically which emotions encourage or discourage changes
in behavior.72 Previous studies have found positive emotions lead to increased participation in
climate action.73 However, negative emotions, such as fear, helplessness, depression, and guilt,
are associated with avoidance or denial of climate change messages.74 Along similar lines, an
emotional engagement with climate messages is more likely to motivate behavioral changes than
a purely intellectual perspective of climate change.75
Sefat Salama and Khalil Aboukoura argue that for climate change communication to be
effective, it must elicit an emotional response of some kind. They suggest that policy makers
should possess the necessary tools to communicate climate change with an emphasis on
emotional engagement.76 It is important that climate change communicators understand the
emotional triggers of climate change and how these emotions increase (or decrease) participation
in climate action.77
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The effects of humor. Research shows that laughter, a positive emotion, increases student
participation in classrooms; likewise, humor has a positive emotional impact on the learning
process, and improves student performance.78 A number of studies describe how the use of
humor in teaching difficult material helps students understand concepts and retain information.79
Applying humor in the classroom also reduces anxiety and stress, and boosts student creativity,
focus, and self-esteem.80
Researchers at the Wayne State University School of Medicine found that using humor to
teach medical students “improved student performance by attracting and sustaining attention,
reducing anxiety, enhancing participation, and increasing motivation.”81 They observed that
humor helps students sustain focus during class and absorb material with greater ease.82 Students
also show enhanced cognitive performance and exhibit more excitement about learning when
taught through humor.83
These observations about laughter and humor are especially instructive when applied to
Salama and Aboukoura’s arguments about climate change and emotional engagement. With this
in mind, it seems that laughter, a positive emotion that motivates people to succeed at
challenging tasks, has the potential to drive climate action.
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Eric Romero and Anthony Pescosolido studied the effects of humor on group dynamics.
They found that humor “promotes increased quantity and quality of group communications,
which increases group productivity.”84 Their paper explains that humor encourages socialization
between organizers and participants of group activities.85 This builds stronger relationships
within groups, which improves communication and decreases the chances of misunderstanding.86
Romero and Pescosolido also argue that “shared group goals will be positively impacted by the
use of humor within groups.87 They cite studies that connect the use of humor to better
communication of beliefs and values within groups, and increased likelihood of achieving group
goals.
Climate change action requires groups to work together toward a common goal. As
Romero and Pescosolido’s research indicates, humor may increase collective participation and
feelings of shared responsibility. This is crucial to bridge the gap in climate change knowledge
between the public and the scientific community. Humor may also forge deep bonds between
climate activists and strengthen their communication and mutual understanding.
In this chapter, I explained how rhetoric and framing can be used to communicate
messages about climate change. I looked at studies that analyzed how psychological barriers and
emotional factors affect the reception of climate change messages by the public. I discussed how
humor strengthens communication and helps unify individuals toward a common goal. I believe
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awareness of these communication strategies is exactly what is needed to motivate serious and
unified action to fight climate change.

Chapter 3. Spinning the News: Political Strategists & Journalistic Norms
The U.S. economy and the nonrenewable energy industries are closely intertwined. The
power of fossil fuel companies is pervasive throughout U.S. politics and government. During the
past few decades, as scientists reached an overwhelming consensus on global warming, large
energy corporations have lobbied congress to block taxes on greenhouse gases and prevented
regulation bills from being passed.88 It is no wonder, then, that so many politicians in the United
States aggressively deny the reality of anthropogenic climate change and refuse to take
legislative action.
W. Lance Bennett, a political science and media scholar, argues that political campaigns
against global warming, especially when there is a scientific consensus, demonstrate the
effectiveness of strategic communication in politics. Political leaders use carefully crafted
language to turn the narrative on climate change away from scientific research. In his book,
News: The Politics of Illusion, Bennett uses the words of communication strategist Frank Luntz
to illustrate this point.89
Luntz writes, “unless you speak the language of your intended audience, you won’t be
heard by the people you want to reach.”90 He explains that the public responds to language that is
88
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simple and unambiguous, rather than overtly intellectual or technical.91 Big, complex words,
Luntz says, distract from the intended message. The public, then, is less receptive to the message,
often misunderstanding its true meaning.92
Luntz offers a simple communication strategy: identify and understand a target audience,
then use language to contextualize the issue relative to what they already think and feel about the
subject.93 This is exactly what the Bush II administration did to address the growing public
concern about global warming and environmental protection in the early 2000s.
Scientists, Luntz observed, have a tendency to use complicated, technical language to
discuss climate change. In the early 2000s, while working as a Republican political strategist,
Luntz took advantage of the fact that many Americans were unmoved by scientists’ long,
densely-worded reports on climate change. Luntz advised Republicans to attack the climate
scientists’ credibility and morals, drawing attention away from the research itself.
Luntz encouraged officials to refrain from using the term global warming, which evokes
emotional responses like anxiety and fear. He suggested the term climate change instead, which
he explained is less emotionally provocative.94 He also advised the Bush administration to tell
the public it was committed to preserving and protecting the environment.95 In a strategy memo
to President Bush, Luntz identified three words Americans reportedly look for in environmental
legislation: safer, cleaner, and healthier.96
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In 2003, the Bush administration passed the Healthy Forests Restoration Act to allegedly
protect forests and wildlife and reduce the risk of wildfires. But in reality, the law promoted
deforestation and allowed the logging industry to clear-cut previously protected land. Similarly,
the administration’s Clean Skies Initiative proposed to reverse crucial emissions regulations.97 In
both cases, the administration deliberately used language to convince the public that these
policies benefited the environment, when, in effect, they cut restrictions on energy and timber
corporations. And thanks to people like Luntz, by 2004, the Bush administration had successfully
dismantled over 300 U.S. environmental laws.98
Partisan politics and public opinion. Public opinions about climate change in the United
States closely mirror the nation’s deep political divide. Research indicates a clear correlation
between political affiliation and level of trust in climate science. In a 2016 public survey, the
Pew Research Center found that sixty-eight percent of liberal Democrats think climate scientists
are certain that climate change is happening.99 Meanwhile, a mere eighteen percent of
conservative Republicans share this sentiment. (Moderate-liberal Republicans and moderateconservative Democrats report at twenty-four percent and thirty-one percent respectively.)
Seventy percent of liberal Democrats, and only fifteen percent of conservative Republicans, trust
climate scientists to provide honest, accurate information about climate change and its human
causes.100 In other words, the vast majority of Republicans distrust climate science to some
degree.
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Following similar trends, fifty-five percent of liberal Democrats and just nine percent of
conservative Republicans believe that climate change science is supported by the best evidence
possible.101 Even fewer people, forty-one percent of liberals and seven percent of conservatives,
think climate research is driven by a “concern for the best interests of the public.”102 These
statistics convey a disheartening reality: the strategies of Frank Luntz have had a real influence
on a significant number of Americans.
News media coverage of climate change. The news media holds a central role in
informing the public about climate change.103 In a 2016 survey, Pew Research documented that
around half of Americans thought the media did a “good job” covering climate change issues; the
other half thought the media did a “bad job.”104 When asked if the media exaggerates or
downplays the threat of climate change, the public was still divided on the issue. Forty-two
percent of Americans believed the news media understates the threat of global climate change,
whereas thirty-five percent said the issue was exaggerated by the press.105
Journalistic norms and information biases. Much of public dissatisfaction with media
coverage of climate change has to do with how the information is reported. News reporters are
told to adhere to certain journalistic norms—balanced reporting, personalization, and
dramatization—in order to frame news stories. This framing isolates stories from their greater
context, causing information to be fragmented and distorted.106 These journalistic norms often
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create information biases which mislead or confuse the public about important issues like climate
change.107
The balance fallacy. The media’s tendency towards balanced reporting on climate change
creates a false equivalency between scientific fact and unfounded, politically-charged denialism.
False balance involves news reporting that conveys an unrealistic balance of both sides of an
issue. In an effort to remain objective, the news media presents opposing positions as if each is
equally supported by factual evidence. Of course, some ‘positions’ on a given issue are just
fringe theories, not substantiated by fact. But instead of siding with the truth and focusing on the
evidence, the news media ‘balances’ the facts with an equivalent number of baseless
counterarguments. Maxwell Boykoff and Jules Boykoff have written extensively about how false
balance affects climate change news and influences public opinion.
In “Balance as Bias,” a seminal paper on climate change communication in the news
media, Boykoff and Boykoff say that balanced reporting contributes to mass public confusion
about global warming.108 The news media, they argue, has “misrepresented the top climate
scientific perspective, and thus has perpetuated an informational bias regarding anthropogenic
climate change.”109
News programs in the United States often feature as many interviews with known climate
deniers as they do with climatologists, or host climate change debates between equal numbers of
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scientists and deniers.110 This presents climate change denial as both a valid and widely prevalent
position. In reality, though, it is neither; there is no evidence to support denialist arguments, and
less than three percent of scientists support denial theories.111 These anti-scientific conspiracies
certainly do not merit the attention they receive from the news media.
False balance in the news media enables unsubstantiated claims about climate change to
be taken seriously. In this way, the media supplies the public with incorrect and misleading
information about climate science; this significantly contributes to misconceptions in public
knowledge and perceptions of climate change.112
Personalization. In News, W. Lance Bennett describes journalistic personalization as “the
tendency to downplay the big social, economic, or political picture in favor of the human trials,
tragedies, and triumphs that sit at the surface of events.”113 The media personalizes complex
issues by concentrating not on their causes and social implications, but on the powerful
individuals “engaged in political combat over the issue.”114 This distances issues from their
broader social, economic, and scientific contexts. Personalized news stories often miss the
important points of the issue and therefore do not contribute meaningfully to public discourse.115
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Dramatization. Dramatized news focuses on “crisis over continuity,” and downplays key
information about science and policy.116 Dramatization targets human emotions; it exaggerates
the scandalous, shocking, or tragic news relating to an issue in order to generate more public
attention. This attention is temporary, however, and when the initial buzz dies down, the media
and the public quickly lose interest in the actual issue. As Boykoff and Boykoff write,
dramatizing the news “can serve to trivialize news content…blocking out news that does not
hold an immediate sense of excitement or controversy.”117
The mainstream news media does not regularly discuss the issue of climate change;
instead, climate change coverage tends to spike following a dramatic event that captures public
attention (a shocking new IPCC report, for example).118 The news then focuses on the aspects
that can be dramatized—for instance, hypothetical deadlines presented by scientists, rather than
the actual problems that contribute to them or the potential solutions. News reporters use
interviews to try to verify ultimatums such as “X will be irreversible by 2045,” instead of
focusing on why such a claim is being made or what changes can be implemented to prevent
further damage.
Spinning the news. The public is more likely to trust information that comes from figures
in positions of economic or political authority.119 The journalistic tendencies to balance,
personalize, and dramatize news make it easy for politicians to spin narratives and influence
public opinion through the media. News reporters look to people in positions of power—either
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political or corporate—to provide news content; therefore, the news often reflects the opinions of
those in power. Politicians, advised by strategists like Frank Luntz, take advantage of this by
‘spinning’ the news to reinforce their political ideologies and support their agendas.120
In today’s polarized political climate, virtually all news has undergone this process of
spin. News spin results from a systemic problem in the news media: the news is controlled by
corporate powers, and political figures are consulted with and interviewed for perceived
credibility.
Late-night comedy news programs offer an alternative to the politically-spun mainstream
news. To a late-night comedy host, no one is safe. These shows hold mainstream news reporting
accountable for their biased coverage of current events. Clips from across the media spectrum
are shown and mocked, and the hosts point out shortcomings of their coverage and the absurdity
of the politics they depict.
People turn to late-night comedy to decode the spin. On late-night comedy, Bennett
writes, “many citizens seek perspective in political comedy…because they cannot find it in the
real news.”121 These shows summarize daily breaking news and use humor to help viewers
decipher the unbiased facts from the spin. This is crucial in depoliticizing news coverage of
climate change and emphasizing the scientific consensus.
In 2011, Mark McBeth and Randy Clemons wrote an essay about the significance of
Comedy Central’s The Daily Show with Jon Stewart and The Colbert Report with Stephen
Colbert in American politics and democracy. They argue that these programs not only convey the
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important information from the mainstream news, but also “contribute more to the type of
deliberative discourse essential to genuine democracy and public policy.”122
Late-night comedy programs regularly conduct live interviews with politicians, which
often reveal much more about the politician’s character than the more rigid interviews of
traditional news outlets. Late-night hosts force politicians to confront uncomfortable topics and
think on their feet. The hosts operate free of the corporate influences and political agendas of
mainstream networks, instead working to expose the guest’s interior.
Appearing on late-night comedy shows can be a risky move; politicians often walk into
traps intended to point out their own hypocrisy. But others go on these programs and
communicate a new side of themselves to the American public. They reveal how they are able to
remain calm under pressure—even crack a joke or two—while being forced to talk freely about
themselves. Humor can help them identify with the public.
McBeth and Clemons note that several political figures, including presidential and vicepresidential candidates, have “used crucial time” to appear on late-night comedy programs rather
than hold rallies or speak to the mainstream press.123 A 2004 Pew Research study that found that
The Daily Show was equally as important as mainstream television news in providing campaign
information for the presidential election.124 In fact, Sen. John Edwards even announced his
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candidacy for the 2004 presidential primary during an interview on The Daily Show.125 In
another instance, just days before the 2008 presidential election, Republican nominee Sen. John
McCain appeared as a guest on Saturday Night Live. During the episode, he poked fun at his old
age, and joked about his mediocre campaign strategies and poor funding.
Democratic and Republican politicians alike recognize the significance of late-night
comedy shows on public opinion and political participation. Appearing on these shows can help
them connect with the public through mutual laughter and informal conversation. But Jon
Stewart, Stephen Colbert, and other late-night hosts also hold them accountable for every
ignorant comment made and every lie told to mislead the public on anthropogenic climate
change.
In the concluding chapter of News, Bennett explains how citizens can get the most from
the contemporary news media. He writes, “When the news becomes mostly spin, and reality
edges dangerously toward the absurd, comedy may be the best way to straighten it out.”126 Latenight comedy, Bennett says, exposes the mainstream media’s flaws: how it personalizes and
dramatizes news stories, conveys misinformation in an attempt to provide objective reporting,
and uses deceptive framing to construct and spin news.127
Bennett recalls Jon Stewart’s challenge to the American public when he departed the The
Daily Show in 2015: to notice the ‘bullshit’ and to say something about it.128 “Bullshit is
everywhere,” Stewart says. “There is little you will encounter in life that has not been infused
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with bullshit.”129 Stewart warns the public about the “premeditated, institutional bullshit,
designed to obscure and distract.” He mentions the climate change debate as an example of this.
Stewart advises, “whenever something has been titled freedom, family, fairness, or health…it
may contain traces of bullshit.”
This is reminiscent of Frank Luntz’s use of terms like clean and healthy to distract from
the fact that Republican policy makers were stonewalling legislative attempts to address climate
change. Stewart’s final message, however, offers some hope:
The good news is this: Bullshitters have gotten pretty lazy and their work is easily
detected…So, I say to you tonight, friends, the best defense against bullshit is vigilance.
So if you smell something, say something.130
This is the ultimate goal of late-night comedy news programs, and the vigilance of hosts like Jon
Stewart, John Oliver, Stephen Colbert, and Trevor Noah is unmatched.

Chapter 4. Examples of Late-Night Comedy & Climate Change Communication
On October 15, 2004, Jon Stewart made a guest appearance on CNN’s Crossfire, during
which he criticized the program for turning political debate into “partisan hackery” and
“theatre.”131 Crossfire’s hosts Paul Begala and Tucker Carlson clearly expected an evening of
laughter with the popular late-night comedy host. Instead, they were rendered speechless by his
incisive critique. It seems the network may have heard Stewart’s criticism, however; the longrunning show was cancelled just months after his appearance.
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During the episode, Stewart accused Begala and Carlson of harming the American public
and threatening American democracy by helping politicians turn the nation’s political system into
a theatrical stage. “You have a responsibility to the public discourse,” Stewart told them, “and
you fail miserably.”132 Stewart claimed that the show dramatized and unnecessarily polarized
politics. The show was set up to serve politicians over the interest of the public, and inevitably
exacerbated public confusion and outrage.
The audience, ostensibly a mix of liberals and conservatives, collectively laughed at
Stewart’s jokes, and applauded his cutting critique of Crossfire. Stewart was able to unite
audience members of opposing political ideologies with laughter.
In his reflection on Stewart’s Crossfire appearance, CNN reporter Brian Lowry writes that
Stewart’s ruthless commentary on the episode (and on The Daily Show, too) showed America
that comedians do more than make people laugh. They “provide compelling voices in exposing
media excesses,” Lowry writes, “especially in those places where the theater of it all becomes
indistinguishable from the news.”133
Jon Stewart is not the only comedian who does this. Many late-night comedy hosts use
jokes and segments to pinpoint the very same flaws in mainstream media reporting highlighted in
previous chapters. By showcasing clips from a variety of media sources, comedy hosts uncover
the truths about current events and expose how the media misrepresents them.
Since its appropriation as a hot partisan political topic, climate change has become a
regular talking point on these programs. Hosts flag obvious efforts by conservative networks to
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mislead the public and obscure scientific fact, as well as more liberal networks’ mistakes of
boosting the same unfounded rhetoric in attempts to present balanced reporting.
While cracking jokes, these late-night comedians also provide important factual
information to debunk lies and conspiracies, which can bring science and research to an audience
that might not otherwise be exposed to it. They emphasize that climate change is grounded in
scientific fact. This helps to facilitate conversations about climate science outside of strictly
political realms and into a new audience. Viewers who watch late-night comedy shows are tuning
in to laugh and be entertained—a very different audience from those who watch CNN or Fox
News. But after an episode of a late-night comedy news show, they will have learned more
information than they would have from just watching one standard news program. And these
late-night comedy hosts arm their viewers with the tools needed to decode the mainstream
media’s dizzying coverage, often rife with bias and spin.
In this chapter, I will look at examples of segments from HBO’s Last Week Tonight with
John Oliver, Comedy Central’s The Daily Show with Trevor Noah, and Saturday Night Live’s
“Weekend Update,” that deal specifically with climate change. These segments spotlight
politicians evading facts, and news networks employing problematic journalistic norms. Each
episode leaves the viewer equipped with a better understanding of the climate crisis, an idea of
the scientific research and facts, and an awareness of how politicians and the media spin the
narrative on climate change.
Circumventing the balance fallacy. In an episode of Last Week Tonight, in May 2014,
John Oliver hosted what he referred to as “the only mathematically fair” climate change debate.
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Oliver:

Good evening, joining me tonight, a climate change denier and,
naturally, Bill Nye the Science Guy.

Nye:

John, humans are causing climate change—

Oliver:

Wait, wait, wait. Before we begin, in the interest of mathematical balance,
I’m going to bring out two people who agree with you, climate skeptic.
Bill Nye, I’m also going to bring ninety-six other scientists. It’s a little
unwieldy, but this is the only way we can actually have a representative
discussion.

Oliver is barely visible amid a sea of lab coat-clad scientists as more continue to file onto the
small stage. The three climate change deniers, too, are completely surrounded by scientists.
Oliver:

So, climate skeptic, make a case against climate change.

Skeptic:

Well, uh, I just don’t think all science is in yet—that it’s settled…

Oliver:

Um, okay, and what is the overwhelming view of the entire scientific
community?

All ninety-six scientists shout at the climate skeptics in support of scientific evidence of
anthropogenic climate change.
Oliver

(speaking to climate skeptics): Any response? What? I can’t hear you
over the weight of scientific evidence!134

In this segment, Oliver explains that ninety-seven percent of climatologists endorse the
scientific consensus on anthropogenic climate change. Nevertheless, the issue continues to be up
for debate in public discourse. “This issue is still up for debate,” Oliver says, “because on TV it
is.”135 He is referring to the classic one-on-one television debate, during which two people argue
about climate change. In reality, though, climate change cannot be debated in this way, because
existing factual evidence nullifies the denier’s arguments. These media debates, Oliver
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Figure 1. Ninety-seven scientists crowd around John Oliver and the climate skeptics.136

humorously notes, almost always feature an esteemed scientist like Bill Nye versus “some
dude.”137
Oliver’s sketch exposes and critiques the mainstream media’s bias tendency towards false
balance. “It’s the fifty-fifty which is inherently misleading,” Oliver says. “If there has to be a
debate about the reality of climate change—and there doesn’t—then there is only one
mathematically fair way to do it.”138
Oliver’s ninety-seven-to-three climate change debate circumvents the problematic oneon-one debate format used by major news networks trying to present balanced reporting. While
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the sketch is undeniably funny, it also provides a realistic depiction of the scientific consensus on
climate change, showing how ridiculous skepticism and denial really are.
Decoding political spin. In a Daily Show episode from 2018, host Trevor Noah discusses
a new climate change report published by thirteen federal agencies of the U.S. government. The
document states, clearly, that anthropogenic climate change is not only real, but also increasing
the risks of severe weather, drought, and wildfire in the continental United States.139 Noah then
turns to the broadcast news to see regular news coverage of the report. He plays a clip from
CBS’s This Morning, in which a reporter summarizes the 1500-plus page document:
Reporter

(clip from CBS): A new government report says man-made climate
change…could shrink the U.S. economy by hundreds of billions of dollars
by the end of the century.

Noah:

I love how America always thinks about everything in economic terms.
Like, even when they talk about the end of the world, they say, ‘Climate
change is gonna kill everybody, and that’s gonna cost us, like, a billion
dollars.’140

The CBS reporter’s fixation on a theoretical economic crisis and timeline to prevent it is
evocative of an issue discussed in the previous chapter: media reporting on climate change often
focuses on the aspects that can be dramatized. In this particular situation, the reporter worries
about the economic consequences of climate change, but fails to address why it is happening or
what to do about it (both of which are discussed extensively in the very long report).
139
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Noah’s comments, while humorous, stress how this perception of climate change is inane.
Climate change discourse should prioritize finding sustainable ways of living, so that humans
will actually be around at the end of the century.
Noah continues the segment, addressing President Trump’s denial of the report’s findings:
Noah:

The president of the United States is throwing away four years of
scientific work—which is endorsed by his own administration. The
question is: what possible reason would thousands of scientists have to lie
about climate change? Well, former senator Rick Santorum has a theory
which he shared on CNN this weekend.141

(Rick Santorum, former Republican Senator (1995–2007) from Pennsylvania, is a known climate
denier and staunch defender of conservative values.142)
Santorum

(clip from CNN): If there was no climate change, we’d have a lot of
scientists looking for work. The reality is that a lot of these scientists are
driven by the money that they receive. And of course, they don’t receive
money from corporations like Exxon and the like. Why? Because they’re
not allowed to, because it’s tainted. But they can receive it from people
who support their agenda.

Noah:

Of course! How did we miss it? Climate change is just a scam! It’s a scam,
by scientists trying to get rich. We should have known when we saw them
balling in those Gucci lab coats with the diamond-encrusted beakers,
making it rain test tubes in the club.143

Noah indicates that by simply airing Santorum’s comments, CNN is giving a known
climate denier a platform to be taken seriously, and validating his words. CNN doesn’t tell
viewers that Santorum shouldn’t be taken seriously, in an effort to remain objective, but as a
result, they are spreading the provenance of objectively wrong information and lies.
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Figure 2. Trevor Noah imagines a scientist with a Gucci lab coat and diamond-encrusted beaker.144

Noah calls out these lies by taking them to their conclusions—greedy, economically
driven scientists basking in luxury—which are clearly unrealistic and far-fetched. His humorous
use of pop cultural references, like the sarcastic “Gucci lab coats,” is not only funny, but also
highlights the ridiculousness of Santorum’s unfounded claims.
These simple jokes and sarcasm break down the flaws in CNN’s climate reporting: the
villainizing of scientists as a distraction from their proven facts and data; the belittling of a
global, near-unanimous consensus to an imaginary select few scientists’ greedy scheme; and the
focus on political combat, evidenced by choosing a clearly ignorant politician to comment—
Santorum himself.
In Noah’s conclusion of the segment, he says,
Noah:

144
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news keep bringing on non-scientists to argue against science? I mean,
CNN pays Rick Santorum to come on and talk that shit….Why is the news
having these climate deniers on?
Noah does not answer these questions, but, instead, leaves viewers to think critically about
whose interests the media is speaking for and who the media really serves.
Humanizing and appealing to emotion. In response to the 2018 IPCC report, Saturday
Night Live’s “Weekend Update” hosts Colin Jost and Michael Che exchange observations about
climate change.
Jost:

Scientists basically published an obituary for the earth this week, and
people were like, yeah, but what does Taylor Swift think about it? We
don’t worry about climate change because it’s too overwhelming and
we’re already in too deep.145

Jost highlights the absurdity of focusing on trivial things like celebrity gossip when climate
change is an existential crisis that threatens the entire human species. But he also acknowledges
that climate change is so frightening that, as discussed with Per Espen Stoknes in chapter two, it
seems easier to ignore.
Responding to Colin Jost’s comments, “Weekend Update” co-host Michael Che says:
Che:

I keep asking myself, ‘Why don’t I care about this?’ Don’t get me wrong, I
100 percent believe in climate change, yet I’m willing to do absolutely
nothing about it. I mean, we are all going to lose the planet. We should be
sad, right?146

Here, Che admits that he, like so many others, knows that human activity is causing climate
change, yet he continues living his own life as if it wasn’t. Che uses humor as a rhetorical
function to highlight his own shortcomings and identify himself with his audience. Che, then,
145
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comes to represent the audience; his inaction represents the audience’s inaction. When Che
questions why he isn’t doing anything about it, he is inviting audiences to reflect on why they,
too, are apathetic about climate change, but without alienating viewers in the process.
Che then suggests that part of the problem is that climate communication is too
generalized and the target audience is too broad. As a result, people are not personally motivated
to change their behavior to fight climate change. Che proposes that climate communication may
be more effective if climate messages appeal to specific (albeit stereotypical) demographics.
Che:

They keep telling us we’re going to lose everything. Nobody cares
about everything; people only care about some things. If Fox News
reported that in 2030, climate change is going to take away all the flags
and Confederate statues, there would be recycling bins outside of every
Cracker Barrel and Dick’s Sporting Goods.147

Che is mocking how certain groups of Americans are much more concerned with the
removal of antiquated, even racist statues than they are about a serious global threat. Once again,
climate change seems too big, too threatening to be threatening at all, and it is easier to ignore it
altogether. The “Weekend Update” segment, through jokes, makes a useful suggestion: break
down the issue of climate change into more specific messages that will resonate with audiences
who are being told to ignore the problem.
Jost and Che demonstrate an emotional awareness of their audience that is rare in regular
news programs. They recognize how hopeless most viewers feel when faced with the IPCC’s
sobering facts and statistics. They are aware, too, of people’s confusion about what to do next.
Like Sefat Salama and Khalil Aboukoura (see Chapter 2), Michael Che links negative
emotions such as helplessness, depression, and guilt, with avoidance or denial of climate change.
147
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Figure 3. Michael Che reports on a mock Fox News headline about climate change.148

He suggests that messages instead be framed in a way that triggers positive emotional responses
to motivate certain groups and demographics.
Late-night comedy shows offer information and commentary about climate change that
many Americans are not otherwise exposed to. In an interview with the New York Times,
Anthony Leiserowitz, director of the Yale Program on Climate Change Communication, said,
“for many television viewers, seeing a segment on “Weekend Update” or The Late Show means
millions of people just had a conversation or watched on television discussions about climate
change that they otherwise never get exposed to.”149 These programs do extraordinary work to
fill a hole left by mainstream news coverage, often fixing errors caused by problematic
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journalistic norms. Late-night comedy provides a much-needed creative platform for climate
change communication that is entertaining and compelling to a wide range of viewers.
On Thursday August 6, 2015, at 11 PM, 3.5 million people tuned into Comedy Central to
bid farewell to Jon Stewart, who ended his sixteen year tenure as host of The Daily Show.150
Stewart’s late night program was a pioneer in bringing climate conversation to the masses, with
frequent analysis of erroneous media coverage and illuminating interviews with figures ranging
from Bill O’Reilly to Al Gore.
But the show’s format lives on, not only with new Daily Show host Trevor Noah, but also
in former Jon Stewart correspondent John Oliver’s Last Week Tonight and other late-night
programs. Late-night comedy is and has been a thriving entertainment medium for decades, and
across networks, today’s hosts are prioritizing accurate coverage of climate change. This format
is perhaps the best hope for accurate climate representation on television, and provides necessary
checks on mainstream media coverage. In order to fight climate change, it is crucial to educate,
inform, and motivate as much of the public as possible, and late-night comedy offers an
entertaining and compelling means to do so.

Chapter 5. Applying the Principles of Late-Night Comedy & Further Study
In Chapter 1, I discussed the 2018 IPCC report, which states that the current level of
greenhouse gas emissions will cause a significant rise in global temperature over the next twenty
years. Humans must adopt more sustainable lifestyles and dramatically reduce greenhouse gas
150
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emissions to prevent further catastrophic damage to the planet’s ecosystems. But there are critical
gaps in American public knowledge about climate change, largely due to flawed journalistic
norms and denialist politicians who use the media to intentionally mislead the public.
I introduced late-night comedy programs as a source of climate change information not
conveyed by the mainstream news. Late-night hosts present scientific evidence in a humorous
way that compels otherwise unengaged viewers to think about the climate crisis. These
comedians can increase public awareness and understanding of human-caused global warming
and its life-threatening repercussions.
In Chapter 2, I explained how rhetoric and framing are used to communicate messages
about climate change. I discussed the psychological barriers and emotion aspects of climate
change communication, which can lead to more productive public discourse and changes in
behavior. Humor evokes laughter, a positive emotion, which can motivate people to take action.
This analysis of rhetoric shows why late-night comedy programs are successful in climate
change communication, and can promote collaborative work towards climate action.
In Chapter 3, I analyzed the strategies used by politicians to spin information in the news.
Key words and phrases, such as clean and healthy during the Bush II era, are used to distract
from and deprioritize climate change. Strategists like Frank Luntz employ specific rhetoric to
conform news coverage to politicians’ own ideologies and agendas.
This ‘spun’ content is what late-night comedy hosts intend to unravel. Late-night
comedians use humor to separate fact from fiction, and expose the hypocrisies of politicized and
corporatized news. As Jon Stewart would say, they call out the ‘bullshit.’
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In Chapter 4, I analyzed climate change related segments from Last Week Tonight with
John Oliver, The Daily Show with Trevor Noah, and Saturday Night Live’s “Weekend Update”
with Colin Jost and Michael Che. In these segments, hosts point out networks’ mistakes of
boosting denialist rhetoric in attempts to present balanced reporting. Interviewed politicians are
mocked for their obvious misrepresentations of scientific fact for political gain.
These late-night programs promote new conversations about climate change. Comedy
audiences are very different from those who watch twenty-four hour news networks. These
programs exist primarily to make people laugh, opening up a new demographic to climate
change discussion.
Recommendations for future study. In my research, I did not focus on the role of social
media in climate change communication. It is, however, a critical area of climate communication
study. The news media landscape is rapidly changing, as digital media makes print and cable
television obsolete. In 2019, Pew Research found that thirty-four percent of Americans get news
online, from websites, mobile apps, or social media—a six percent increase from 2016.151
Nonetheless, television remains America’s favorite news source, at least for the time being, with
forty-four percent of Americans identifying it as their main preference.152
My paper does not address the fact that most people who watch late-night comedy are
young, college-educated liberals who tend to already be somewhat informed about climate
change. I do believe it is worth studying how other demographics react to climate change humor.
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While late-night comedy may further educate those more liberal audiences, and possibly political
moderates, I am curious if similar humor could offer perspective to staunch climate deniers.
Jokes can also be misunderstood by audiences. The satirical, parodic, sarcastic humor used
by late-night hosts may be interpreted too literally by viewers who are unfamiliar with it. This
can lead to misinterpretation of jokes, potentially causing further confusion. This is common
with satirical news outlets such as The Onion and The Colbert Report.
Late-night comedy hosts may be criticized for not respecting the various codes of
journalism. These comedians make their own thoughts and ideologies clear in their jokes,
embracing their liberal perspectives rather than trying to appear politically neutral. I believe this
works to their advantage, however; as discussed in Chapter 3, striving for ‘balanced reporting’
has done climate change communication more harm than good.
It is important to note that while late-night comedy programs closely mimic the structure
and format of traditional television news, they are first and foremost comedy shows. Late-night
comedy should not replace traditional news altogether, but as Bennett argues, it helps viewers
make sense of the spin.
Unfortunately, clips from comedy news programs are particularly susceptible to being
taken out of context to support false claims. Late-night excerpts cut and shared on social media
can become so far removed from the context of the original episode that a host’s satire and
mockery appear as genuine news commentary.
With this issue, there is the constant danger of taking a joke too far, a metric that is entirely
subjective by audience. Comedians are bound to be criticized, and some jokes will always be
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labeled as offensive or insensitive to those they mock. But existence in the political world
requires a thick skin, and some tension is necessary to open closed minds up to new perspectives.
Climate change and new media. The media landscape is changing, thanks to digital
platforms, and particularly social media. I believe it is very important to study how public
perception of climate change is changing with Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and more recently,
TikTok. Today’s youth and future generations are less likely to grow up watching broadcast
news, with mobile devices and the internet becoming omnipresent and essential at increasingly
early ages.
In 2018, Pew Research Center documented that YouTube is a preferred news platform of
about thirty-eight percent of adults in the United States.153 Additionally, over half of adults who
use YouTube consider it an important platform for informing them about current events.154
Most late-night comedy shows do have YouTube channels. These accounts feature clips
from every episode, though the full episodes are still broadcast on television. The Late Show with
Stephen Colbert has 7.8 million subscribers on Youtube, and The Daily Show with Trevor Noah
has over 8.2 million.155 In comparison, the Youtube channel for Fox News has just 6 million
subscribers, and NBC News has even less, at 3.8 million.156 These numbers show that the late-
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night comedy shows above are more popular on YouTube than entire twenty-four hour news
networks. Online, comedy news is more popular than the real news.
Short video clips are far from the only example of the intersection between comedy and
news online. It is almost impossible to scroll through Instagram or Twitter without seeing a
meme. Memes are small works of comedy, usually an image, often accompanied by text, made
quickly and spread rapidly across the web. But like late-night comedy, they often incorporate
current events and pressing social and political issues. Memes are a popular form of social
commentary and critical analysis across demographics, and, for better or worse, a vessel from
which many people obtain news.
It is worth studying meme culture’s intersections with climate change and how they might
shape public opinion. Memes often react to and target the conventional news media, and are
deserving of examination in future climate change research.
Implementation and policy recommendations. Effective communication is imperative in
addressing the lack of climate change action in the United States. Partisan politics and behindthe-scenes corporate lobbying from energy companies stonewall climate legislation. This is
exacerbated by the news media’s political spin and pseudo-balanced reporting, supplying false or
confusing information to the public.
The public needs to be knowledgeable about climate science. People should be made
aware of surreptitious political-corporate deals and strategies used to distract the public. I believe
politicians should be required by law to fully disclose their sources of funding. Political
campaigns should provide clear lists of all corporate donors. In political television advertising,
ads are only required to state the name of the candidate’s campaign that paid to run the ad.
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Instead, perhaps this requirement could be expanded to include a short list of the candidate’s
major corporate sponsors.
While a full ban on corporate campaign funding would be ideal to combat climate
denialism in the political world, I do not believe such a ban is realistic in the United States.
Nonetheless, more transparency about sources of funding, free of alias corporations and
anonymous donors, would offer the public and the press clarity about the source of climate
denialism.
Perhaps a more realistic solution would be to establish a nonpartisan government agency
devoted to climate change communication and education. This agency could fact-check
statements made by elected officials and formally endorse scientific reports and studies, making
it more difficult for corporate lobbied-politicians to debate the facts and make erroneous claims.
I also believe a larger climate change information ad campaign should be introduced, of a
similar scale to the public health initiatives to combat tobacco use. Because of the politicization
of climate change, many people who do not closely follow politics are not fully aware of the
seriousness and urgency of the issue. I do believe coverage on non-traditional news programs
like the comedy shows discussed in this paper is helpful, but a larger informational ad campaign
could be more beneficial in reaching a larger audience.
Reaching for a wider audience. I believe many of the elements that make late-night
comedy successful in climate change communication could be brought to a primetime show on a
major broadcast network to reach an even larger audience. I would like to propose a hypothetical
comedy news program for the masses that addresses climate change, using the principles
discussed in this paper. Here are several characteristics that this ideal show could include:
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1. People generally watch the news either in the morning or early evening. I believe
bridging these standard news hours with humorous coverage would help promote the truth amid
the cesspool of endless political debate.
2. In order to attract a diverse audience and keep them entertained, I would choose to
feature cast members from Saturday Night Live, like “Weekend Update” hosts Colin Jost and
Michael Che. Just as Jon Stewart had John Oliver and other comedians as Daily Show
correspondents, I would keep a funny and varied cast to keep viewers interested.
3. In the style of John Oliver, I would host regular ‘mathematically-correct’ debates to
emphasize the established consensus on the scientific issues that politicians attempt to turn into
debates. The show would not succumb to the false balance of mainstream journalism, by always
offering the scientific perspective a larger presence than any denialist conspiracies.
4. I would implement a regular fact checking segment that features scientists debunking
myths and calling out erroneous facts and instances of biased news coverage in the mainstream
media.
5. The show could host regular interviews with politicians and celebrities who are
especially vocal about climate change. I believe featuring voices ranging from Al Gore to
Leonardo DiCaprio would catch people’s attention and provide perspective on climate issues.
Current politicians, such as Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, who are proposing innovative new
legislation like the Green New Deal, would be welcome on the show to discuss their proposals
outside of the usual combative political and news media settings.
6. The comedy news program would have a strong online and social media presence. Short
clips and memes could be posted to the show’s Instagram, Twitter, YouTube, and TikTok
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accounts. This would generate buzz across a younger audience, and allow the show to transcend
its broadcasted time slot.
Most late-night comedy shows on television today already incorporate many of these
elements. The medium is already an unlikely locus for effective climate change communication.
I believe the proliferation of the late-night comedy elements discussed in this paper might hold
politicians and the media more accountable and engender a more educated and concerned public.
Conclusion. The study of climate change communication ultimately aims to understand
how to best frame messages to encourage changes in public behavior. The overarching goal in
this communication is to motivate people to engage in climate action and change their lifestyle.
Late-night comedy programs use humor to educate and inspire participation in the fight against
climate change.
Humor evokes laughter, an emotion linked to greater participation in groups and higher
group performance. Laughter enriches the learning process and helps students sustain focus,
retain information, and be more driven to succeed. The same approach can be used to bring the
public up to speed on climate change and motivate people to do something about it.
In this paper, I addressed the issues of climate change communication and media
representation in the United States. I discussed how traditional communication fails and why
comedy can be a solution. I proposed that humor mitigates these problems of communication,
and delivers more productive climate change discussion to the public.
Late-night comedy shows like The Daily Show, The Colbert Report, Last Week Tonight
with John Oliver, and Saturday Night Live’s “Weekend Update” showcase this more effective
climate change communication. The hosts of these programs have demonstrated simple and
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effective ways to talk to the American public that make science both entertaining and easily
understood. Late-night comedy shows help explain the facts of climate change and provide a
strong example for all news media to follow; with short, funny segments, they are able to strip
away misinformation and distracting political banter to offer the succinct and accurate truth.
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